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Abstract-A recently proposed computational method for analyzing linear ordinary differential eigen- 
systems in which a single initial value problem is used is compared with the usual methods that require 
more than one initial value problem the linear independence of whose solutions must be maintained. Since 
the new method requires only one initial value problem difficulties with parasitic error are avoided and 
eigenvalues for stiff systems can be obtained using standard integration schemes without resorting to 
techniques such as orthonormalized integration. Examples consist of a test problem with adjustable stiffness 
and the Orr-Sommerfeld equation for plane Poiseuille flow. 
INTRODUCTION 
In earlier work by Gersting[l] and Gersting and Jankowski[2] various techniques for com- 
putational solution of stiff differential eigensystems, in particular the Orr-Sommerfeld equation, 
were evaluated. The recent work of Ng and Reid[3] calls for a significant revision of the 
conclusions in the earlier work [ 1,2]. What follows is a presentation ofthe method proposed by Ng 
and Reid and comparisons ofthe computational efficiency of this method with other methods using 
the example stiff eigensystem proposed in [ 11. Results for solution of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation 
are also presented. 
METHOD 
Consider the fourth order linear ordinary differential equation 
L(u) = u”“+ a3u”+ a&+ a,~‘+ aou = 0 
with the homogeneous boundary conditions 
u(O) = u’(0) = 0 and u(l) = u’(1) = 0. 




Consider a linear combination of two linearly independent solutions of (2) which satisfy the 
initial conditions u(0) = u’(0) = 0, and construct he solution 
u = U,Pl + u*p* = uj? (3) 
where /3 = (PI, P# and 
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Ul u2 
"=4 4 
i 1 ll; ll; U’;’ uy . 
Then (1) becomes 





U(O) = [I 0 0 1  * 
0 I 
As suggested in [l] and [2] the next step is to integrate the two initial value problems (4) 
while maintaining the linear independence of the solution vectors u, and u2 by using an 
orthonormalization process at selected points in the interval. Iteration is performed to adjust 
the eigenvalue until the determinant, the requirement that u(1) = u’(l) = 0, becomes zero, that 
is, 
I udl) u;(l) =o u2(1) UN) I . (6) 
A simplified explanation of the above process is that two vectors u1 and u2 are constructed 
and they establish the plane in which the solution u must lie. Orthonormalizations are 
performed during the integration to maintain the linear independence of u1 and u2. At the end of 
the interval the constants pi and p2 in (3) are determined and the solution u may be 
reconstructed. 
Ng and Reid suggest a method that avoids the orthonormalization and the “arithmetic” 
evaluation, from (6), of the determinant. Continuing the simplified explanation, one way to look 
at the new method is to note that in the interation process for the eigenvalue only u1 and u2 are 
used which means only the knowledge of the plane of the solution is necessary. If uI and u2 
were 3-dimensional vectors the plane could easily be established by forming the vector cross 
product ui x u2 = Y. If Y(x) were known across the interval the plane of u would also be known. 
This should be enough information to determine the eigenvalue. 
Since the vectors u, and u2 are 4-tuples the idea of the cross product must be generalized to 
the exterior (or wedge) product[4]. The components of the exterior product of the two vectors 







p = u,iu2k - lllkUZi (8) 
where i and k range over the set (14). In this case t” produces the six distinct components 
y, = u; u2 - u1 ui 
y2=u;u2-u,u; 
yj=U;Ui-UiU~ (9) 
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y4 = u;’ u2 - Ul u; 
y~=u’;‘u;-u;u’; 
y6=ut;Iu;-u;u);. 
Using (9), (5) may be replaced by the system 
Y’=BY 
with 




The determinant (6) is just 
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Y(x) = (Yl, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5, Y# 
-0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
-al -a2 0 -a3 1 0 
a0 0 -a2 0 -a3 
0 I 
1 
0 a0 al 0 0 -a3 . 
Y,(l) = ~Klh(l) - Ul(l)UXl) = 0 (11) 
Thus (10) and (11) replace (5) and (6). The basic superposition technique, (5), involves 
integration of several solutions and, if the system is stiff, parasitic error that allows the 
dominant solution to destroy the linear independence may make the solution unstable. To allow 
meaningful evaluation of (6), techniques must be found for coping with parasitic error. 
Integration of (10) is the dominant solution, and yields values directly for (1 l), the eigentest 
condition, which can be used in an interation to locate eigenvalues. This solution is stable but 
may involve large growth rates if the system is stiff. Machine arithmetic overflows may be 
counteracted by choosing appropriately small values of ~~(0) or by periodically scaling the Y 
vector. 
Next consider the determination of the eigenfunction, u(x), for (5). Returning to the 
simplified explanation in 3-dimensional space, at the end of the interval Y specifies the direction 
normal to the plane of II, so that Y * u = 0 or 
(ulxu2)‘u=o (12) 
which is the scalar triple product. In fact, since Y is known in the interval from the integration 
of (lo), (12) can be thought of as a system of equations for the determination of u. Integration 
can be initiated from the end point of the original interval with initial conditions constructed 
from the boundary conditions at that point and can proceed back to the original starting point. 
In terms of the exterior product for 4-tuple vectors a condition equivalent to (12) would be 
Ul U2 U3 
u; u$ U; 
U;l US U; 
u;’ UT U’;’ 
or 
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f'lr' = U,'U*ku3'+ u,'u2iu3k + UlkUZh3i 
- U,kU*iU3' - U,I'UZ'U3k - u*'u*ku3i 
=(U,iU*k - u,ku*i)u3' +(U,?d2 - u,'u*I')uji 
+ (u,'u*I' - u,iu*')u3k. 
(13) 
The first form in (13) shows the even and odd permutations of i, k, 1. The second form is 
reminiscent of the scalar triple product and also contains factors similar to (8). As i, k and 1 
range over the set (l-4) four distinct component equations result. 
Equation (12) may now be implemented by choosing u3 as u in (13) and setting the resulting 
components to zero. Ng and Reid show that all four of the resulting equations are equivalent 
but some are more tractable computationally than others. After making use of (9) two of the 
equations are 
y1uV+y2u'+y3u =o (14) 
and 
y$” + ys,d’ + y& = 0. (1% 
The procedure to reconstruct the eigenfunction for this type of problem is to save the values 
of Y during the forward integration (x = 0 to x = 1) of (10) and to determine u(x) from (14) by 
reverse integration (x = 1 to x = 0) to avoid growth problems. In this case since y,(l) = 0 it is 
necessary to use (15) for one step away from x = 1 and then continue the integration using (14). 
Details of the mathematical behavior of (14) and (15) and a proof that the resulting u(x) is the 
solution to (5) are fairly lengthy and may be found in [3]. 
COMPARISONS 
Consider the example igensystem 
L(u)= u”‘‘-(3a + b)u”‘+(3a(a + b)+c*)u”-((a + b)(a2+c2)+2a2b)u’+ab(a2+c2)u =0 
(16) 
with 
u(0) = u’(0) = 0 and u(1) = u’(l) = 0. 
The exact solution is 
u(x; c, k) = k e-(1- cos (cx)) 
where k is a constant and c is the eigenvalue. Note that the constant b does not appear in the 
exact solution so that if a is fixed, say at a = - 1, b may be used to adjust the stiffness of the 
system without affecting the expected results. 
The test eigensystem, (16), cast in the form of (5), was examined using several methods[l]. 
Figure 1 shows timings for the example igensystem with a = - 1 for various values of b while 
iterating for the eigenvalue c. Initially c was set at 6.0. All timings are in CPU seconds on a 
CDC 6600 in FORTRAN for a single typical iteration from a series of iterations leading to the 
result c = 6.28318. From 4 to 6 iterations were usually sufficient. The analytical result is c = 27r. 
Results from computational evaluation of (5) and (6) are marked with upper case letters as 
follows: R (Runge-Kutta, fixed step, 20 steps), S (SUPORT[5], near-orthonormalization, 
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg, RE = 10W4, AE = lo+), 0 (ORTNRM[6], near-orthonormalization, 
Runge-Kutta, 100 steps, ANG = 60 degrees), G (GEAR[7], HO = 10m9, EPS = lo-‘). 
The test eigensystem, (16), was then cast in the form of (10). The resulting system is still 
stiff, the characteristic roots of A were (I, 6, a + ci, u - ci, and the characteristic roots of B are 
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Fig. 1. Seconds per iteration on CDC 6600 as a function of stiffness parameter. 
the paired sums of the roots of A[8], i.e. a + b, 2a, 2a + ci, 2a - ci, a + b + ci, a + b - ci, but 
since there is only one initial value problem in (10) the parasitic error does not destroy or 
complicate the analysis. The curves marked with lower case letters correspond to com- 
putational evaluations of (10) and (1 l), they are: r (Runge-Kutta, fixed step, various numbers of 
steps), f (Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg, RE = 10W5, AE = 0), and g (GEAR, HO = 10m8, EPS = 10m6). 
The worth of using (10) and (11) rather than (5) and (6) is evident from a comparison of R 
and r. At b = 30 the earlier method, R, abnormally terminates due to arithmetic errors, 
termination occurs regardless of the number of steps, 20 steps is shown. However, using (10) 
and (11) excellent results are obtained for all b provided that an appropriate number of steps is 
used. The curve r shows results of 5 (bl steps for lb1 5 -lo,50 for b = -1, 1 and lob steps for 
b 2 10. Abnormal termination does not occur on the CDC 6600 even for b up to 100. 
Comparison of the two solutions using GEAR also shows a formulation using (10) and (11) to be 
best. 
The curve marked f answers the question of how many steps is enough. It is noted that f 
uses the same integration scheme as S. The user supplies error bounds and the step size is 
computed automatically. As can be seen the use of the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg scheme reduces 
the computation time over the “cut and try” method r for large values of b. 
ORR-SOMMERFELD PROBLEM 
One reason for pursuing methods of obtaining eigenvalues for stiff systems is to be able to 
obtain results for equations like the Orr-Sommerfeld problem. For plane Poiseuille flow the 
Orr-Sommerfeld eigensystem in the form of (1) is 
t$““+ (icuR(c - w) - 2a*)4”+ (a4- icuR((c - w)cy*- w”))c#J = 0 (17) 
with 
4(-I)=#‘(-l)=O and b(I)=#‘(l)=O 
where w is the primary flow, (Y is the wave number, R is the Reynolds number and c = c, + ic; 
is the complex eigenvalue. 
To implement a solution of (17) in the form of (10) the matrix B must be formed. Since 4 
and c are complex (10) and (11) will also be complex so that the integration must be complex 
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also. Table 1 below compares various methods for solving (17), S and 0 are from [I] and are 
implementations based on (5), r (400 steps) is from the code given in the Appendix and uses 
(10) and complex FORTRAN arithmetic. The entry marked T is the work of Thomas [9] using finite 
difference and is included as a standard value for the comparison. In all cases (Y = 1, R = 2.500, 
initial estimate c = 0.3231- i 0.0262. 
Table 1. Orr-Sommerfeld results for a = 1, R = 2500 
Method c=c,+ic, secliter # iterations 
0 0.301148 -i 0.014179 2.6 10 
s 0.301150-i 0.014199 10.5 IS 
; 0.301136-i 0.3011  0.014181 2 0.6 17 
Table 2 contains results with LX fixed at 1.0 with increasing R. Again the code in the Appendix was 
used with the modification that for large R the solution was scaled by setting ~~(0) toa small value to 
avoid arithmetic overflows. Initial estimates were taken from Thomas [9] for the first three cases 
and from Davey [lo] for the last three. The iteration tolerance in the form of the relative change in 
the eigenvalue was set at 0.0001. N is the number of integration steps. 
Table 2. Orr-Sommerfeld results for (I = 1 
R c=c,tici N secliter # iter Y6uN 
2500 0.301148-i 0.014179 400 0.6 10 1 
6400 0.256908 t i 0.000946 700 1.0 6 
10000 0.2375 16 t i 0.003742 800 1.2 7 5oOOO 0.175245 - i 0.005273 1200 1.8 5 ;;f :: 
1OOOOO 0.145938 -i 0.015120 1600 2.4 6 
5oOOO0 0.084428 - i 0.016331 1600 2.4 8 
The comparisons examined here are between various shooting techniques. In [l, 21 other 
techniques applicable to the Orr-Sommerfeld equation were examined, e.g. finite difference and 
methods of weighted residuals. Comparing the results of this work with the previous work 
shows that the Ng-Reid method out-performs the other “differential” methods. Finite 
difference is the fastest “algebraic” method and is faster (0.16 secliter for the same case as 
Table 1) than the Ng-Reid method. However, if ease of implementation a d length of code is 
considered, the Ng-Reid method seems to be the most practical choice. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The method suggested by Ng and Reid accomplishes the following tasks: 
(1) It reduces the eigenvalue problem to iteration involving a single initial value problem. 
(2) It avoids “arithmetic” computation of the determinant required in the iteration process 
for the eigenvalue. 
(3) It allows computations to be carried out using “standard” integration methods. 
The net result is greatly increased speed of computation with a large reduction in the effort 
required to implement a problem on the computer. Results of equal quality to those on CDC 
6600 can be obtained on an IBM 370 in single precision. 
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APPENDIX 
The code that Pollous is a FORTRAN inrlementation of the 
method susgested br NS and Reid usina a standard Runtie-Kutta 

























* ---- EIGENUALUES OF THE ORR-SOMMERFELD PROBLEM 
COMMON /P&RAM/ A, R. C 
COHPLEX CI ZN, YI(6)r Y(6)* YLI(6), AlJX(614)r Z(3). F(3), CEST 
DATA YLI/~O.,O~~,~O.rO.~,~O.~O.~~~O.~O.~~~O.~O.~~~l.~O.~/ 
DCITA XI /-1.0/p XF /l.O/ 
---- INPUT 
READ(5rlOOO.END=900) NITv NSUBv A? RI TOLv (Z(I)vI=lv3) 
WRITE(6.1001) NIT, NSUB, A, R 
ITT = -2 
INDEX = 3 
ZR = l.OE5 
ZI = l.OE5 
---- BEGIN ITERATION 
J = INDEX - IABSCITT) 
C = Z(J) 
DO 300 1=1.6 
YI(I) = YLI(1) 
---- FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION 
CALL RKI(X1, XF, YI, Y. 6, NSUBv AUX) 
F(J) = Y(l) 
WRITE(bv1002) ITTv Z(J) 
IF(ITT) 700. 500, 400 
---- CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE 
IF((RESID1 .LT. TOL) .CIND. (RESID2 .LT, TOL)) GO TO 800 
IF(ITT .GT. NIT) GO TO 100 
---- MULLER'S tiETHOD 
ZN = CEST(Z(3)v Z(2), Z(l)r F(3), F(2), F(1)) 
---- ROLL THE HULLER CONSTANTS 
DO 600 I=lr2 
Z(I) = z(It1) 
F(I) = F(It1) 
Z(3) = ZN 
ZROLD= ZR 
ZIOLD= ZI 
ZR = ABS( REAL(ZN)) 
ZI = ABS(AItlAG(ZN)) 
RESIDl= ABS(ZR - ZROLD) / ZROLD 
RESIDZ= ABS(ZI - ZIOLD) / ZIOLD 
---- RESET INDEX FOR F(3) AND Z(3) 
INDEX = ITT t 4 
ITT = ITT t 1 
GO TO 200 
WRITE(6rl003) TOL, C 
GO TO 100 
CALL EXIT 
FORMAT(215r 3F10.0, 3(/r2FlO.O)) 
FORHAT(6HONIT= 13, 7H NSUB= 14~ GH ALPH& F6.4~ 5H RE=F10,4) 
FORMAT(7H ITTt 13, 4H C= 2G15.5) 
FORHAT(12HOFINAL VALUE,/r5H TOL= F8.5, 7H IS C= 2015.8) 
END 
SUBROUTINE FCTtNEGr XI Y, DY) 
---- FUNCTION EVALUATION 
COIIMON /PARAW A, R, C 
CGflPLEX Y(l)r DY(l)r AOI Air A2, A3r C, Ut Ul 
---- COEFFICIENTS 
U = 1.0 - x ** 2 
u2 = -2.0 
A0 = A ** 4 - (O.Ovl.0) 1: A $ R rl: ((C - U) $ A t$ 2 - U2) 
Al = (0.0,O.O) 
A2 = (O.Ovl.0) * A $ R 1: (C - U) - (2.0.0.0) $ A $$ 2 
A3 = (0.0~0.0) 
---- EQUATIONS 
DY(1) = Y(2) 
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DY(2) = Y(3) t Y(4) 
DY(3) = Y(5) 
DY(4) =-Al & Y(1) - A2 & Y(2) - A3 $ Y(4) t Y(5) 
DY(J) = A0 & Y(1) - A2 & Y(3) - A3 * Y(5) t Y(6) 
DY(6) = A0 1: Y(2) t Al & Y(3) - A3 & Y(6) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE RKI(X1, XFr YI, YI NERv NSUAv AUX) 
---- FIXED STEP RUNGE-KUTTA INTEGRATION 
COMPLEX YIP Yv AUX 
DIMENSION YI(l), Y(l), AUX(NERvl)r Fl(3)r F2(3) 
DATA Fl/O.SrO.J,l.O/. F2/0.510.0vO.J/ 
---- INITIALIZE 
DO 100 I=l,NEQ 
Y(I) = YI(I) 
H = (XF - XI) / NSUR 
X = XI 
---- BEGIN INTEGRATION LOOP 
DO 500 I=l~NSUR 
DO 300 J=113 
CALL FCT(NEQr Xv Yv AUX(lrJ)) 
DO 200 K=lrNEG 
Y(K) = YI(K) t AUX(KrJ) 1: Ii & Fl(J) 







CALL FCT(NEGr X, Y, AUX(1,4)) 
DO 400 K=l,NEQ 
YIo()= YI(K) t (AUX(K,l) t AUX(Kv4) 
t t 2.0 & (AUX(Kv2) t AUX(Kv3))) & H / 6.0 




COMPLEX FUNCTION CEST(XIf XIlr XIZr FXI, FXIlr FXIP) 
C ---- MULLER'S HETHOD TO IMPROVE AN ESTIMATE OF A ZERO 
COMPLEX XI, XIlr X12, FXII FXIl. FXI2, HI, HIl, EIv DIv GIr TEMFI 
& DENOHr GIMr El H 
HI = XI - XI1 
HI1 - XII - x12 
EI = HI / HI1 
DI = (1.0~ 0.0) t EI 
GI = FX12 & EI && 2 - FXIl & DI && 2 t FXI & (EI t DI) 
TEHF = CSGRT(G1 && 2 -(4.010.0) & FXI & DI & EI & (FXI2 $ EI - 
* FXIl & DI t FXI)) 
DENOII = GI t TEMF 
GIII = GI - TEHF 
IF(CABS(DENOH) *LT. CABS(GIH)) 
IF(CABS(DENOH) .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 
E = -(2.0,0.0) & FXI & DI / 
100 H =E&HI 
CEST = XI t H 
RETURN 
200 E = (1.OIO.O) 
GO TO 100 
END 
Results siven are for the Orr-Sonmerfeld ~rohlem assumins the value 
of c is known at R = 1600 and is desired at 2500. An intermediate 
point is reauired at R = 2000 to cut down the 'lensth' of the .bnr in R. 
NIT- 20 NSUR= 400 ALFHA=l+OOOO RE= 2000.0000 
ITTI -2 c= 0.32310 -0.26200E-01 
ITTt -1 C= 0.33926 -0.27510E-01 
ii;; 0 c= 0.30694 -0.24890E-01 
ITTt 1 C= 0.31104 -O.l3982E-01 IResults from execution 
ITT, 2 c= on a DEC-10 computer.i 
;iii ; & 
0.31041 -0.20987E-01 
0.31192 -O.l9602E-01 
ITTI 4 C= 0.31210 -0,19796E-01 
ITTt 5 C= 0.31209 -O.l9800E-01 
ITTt 6 C= 0.31209 -O.l9800E-01 
FINAL VALUE 
TOL= 0.00010 IS C= 0.31209078 -O.l9799578E-01 
NIT= 20 NSUR= 400 ALFHA=l.OOOO RE= 2500.0000 
ITTI -2 C= 0.33000 -0.20000E-01 
ITTI -1 C= 0.32000 -O.l9000E-01 
ITTI 0 C= 0.30000 -0.18000E-01 
ITTI 1 C= 0.29561 -O.l3059E-01 
ITTZ 2 c= 0.30200 -O.l4992E-01 
ITTC 3 C= 0.30121 -O.l4237E-01 
ITT? 4 C= 0.30114 -0,14181E-01 
ITTI 5 C= 0*30114 -O.l4182E-01 
FINAL VALUE 
TOL= 0.00010 IS C= 0.30113598 -0,14181851E-01 
